
Ed Varallo: 

"Shorthand for the 21st Century - Part 2:  Tricks of the Trade"

1.  Ed starts off with a slide showing that reporters who write out their outlines, 
assuming a production rate of 400 pages a week, are actually writing an extra 
_____________ strokes per year than he is.

2. Ed says it’s better to write “short” as long as you have good ___________.

3. If your mind is calm, it will send the correct signal to your _____________.

4. Ed says the one thing in his life that’s gotten him the most respect is his ability 
to do ______________.

5. These days Ed says he makes far more money doing ___________ transcripts than 
any other way of making money.

6. Ed makes the distinction that a draft is not a _________ ASCII.

7. Ed believes that we’re having at least a ____-_____ system created today in court 
reporting.

8. These days Ed works for _____ ___________.

9. Ed puts a _______________ on draft transcripts that says the attorneys cannot 
quote from them; that you must rely on the certified transcript for citations of 
cites from the record.

10.According to Ed, as a court reporter you sell two things:  a ____________, which is 
the transcript, and a ___________, which is how fast clients get the transcript.

11.  A draft is a ____________.

12.Ed uses final “ –FPL” to incorporate the “___ ________” family of phrases.

13.“T-“ for “the”, “R-“ for “are”, and “S-“ for “is” are all examples of basic theory 
_____________.

14.Ed cautions that briefs should be ____________ and not just done haphazardly.

15.One way Ed suggests for designing a brief is to take the ______ _________ and 
add a letter.  For example, add “-D” to “B-F” to form the word “beforehand.”

16.People speak 75% of the time in ______________.



17.Ed uses “PWRORD” for the phrase ________ _____ _____ ___________.

18._________ ____ is a software innovation in computer software that reminds you 
that you have a brief in your dictionary for that word.

19.Using the final “-R” within the stroke to make “er”/”or” endings, Ed calls the 
_______ “R”.

20.It’s convenient to drop the _______ when you want to create a variant for a word 
you’ve briefed.

21.It takes __________________ to build speed.

22.If the going gets rough and you misstroke, never hit the ______________, no 
matter what!

23.When you’re taking a test and words come up you can’t automatically think of 
how to write, Ed says to ________ ____.

24.Ed suggests if you start to fall behind to drop ______________.

25.Ed says you should always end your practice sessions _____ ____ ______ ________.


